Glucose kinetics of the Virginia opossum: possible implications for predicting glucose turnover in mammals.
Primed continuous infusions of 6-3H-glucose, respirometry and measurements of nitrogen excretion were carried out in adult Virginia opossums (Didelphis virginiana). Our goals were to determine resting glucose turnover rate, to establish the relative importance of this oxidative fuel in the energy budget of this species, to assess whether metabolic rate is a better predictor of glucose turnover rate than body mass and to demonstrate that glucose kinetics can be measured in the opossum for future use of this animal model in studies of mammalian glucoregulation. Results show that the resting glucose turnover rate of opossums averages 17.5 +/- 0.9 mumol/kg.min (n = 9), that 31% of total glucose flux is oxidized and that glucose oxidation represents 9% of their metabolic rate. An allometric equation predicting glucose turnover rate from body mass for placental mammals overestimates the measured turnover rate of this marsupial by 30%, suggesting that turnover rate is better predicted from metabolic rate than from body mass. Finally, this study demonstrates that the Virginia opossum is a convenient model to study glucose metabolism in vivo, and we propose that the very rapid aging characteristics of this species should be exploited to investigate the effects of aging on glucose homeostasis.